Review – I Got Life
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I thought the film was very good. It was funny with a happy ending.
Not just good but excellent! Funny, moving, tellingly observed, well plotted and scripted, and
with beautiful & realistic performances all round. An unusual and greatly appreciated choice.
We thought it was good. My post-menopausal friend felt it was an accurate portrayal of this
period (sorry - no pun intended!) of a woman’s life.
I enjoyed the film. I could relate to the main character and I thought the balance of light and
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a slight, amusing
piece
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shade was right. Thank you for screening it.
I loved it, thanks for choosing it.
We both really enjoyed it, many thanks
Good light-hearted entertainment. The ending was inevitable but that’s what rom-coms are!
Very funny in places and good music.
I personally enjoyed this film. It was light-hearted and fun but with a certain poignancy.
Fine attention to detail. We enjoyed the unfolding of the storyline. Delightful.
Quite good. Held together by the very good actor Agnes Jaoui as Aurore. Some funny
moments eg the operatic waiters, and some touching moments eg the 'flashback' with
Aurore dancing with her young daughters.
Great film. The central character was wonderful!
An enjoyable film with all the characters sympathetically portrayed. Although how she
couldn't have waited for fit Christophe instead of marrying weedy Nanar I don't know!
Always nice to have a film that makes us laugh and these light-hearted French films usually
manage to please us all.
Really enjoyed the film. Thought the actress who played Aurore was excellent. All round
very funny and amusing, especially the job centre sequences. And so French!
Predictable end, but well worth seeing.
Very amusing, with some thought-provoking moments.

